
 
 
We’re back with another slice of main story content including a whole new location for 
you to explore and new characters to meet! There’s also a new minigame to play in the 
bar that has you bartending. Don’t get groped! 

Changelog 
- Added new main story sequence that includes a new location, new characters, new 

h-scenes, and new outfits. 
- Added bartending side-sequence that includes a new minigame and lots of dialogue. 
- Added ‘noclip’ command to console that disables Jenna’s collisions. 
- Added option to disable all joystick (controllers) axis input from default Unity input 

manager. 
- Added guard to cockblock you from the Carcen Slums during the first day of Carceburg 

to avoid a soft lock. 
- Added sorting priority to dialogue choices so that sorting can be controlled (ex. putting 

'Cancel' at the bottom of the list). 
- Added an auto-play button to dialogue UI that will automatically progress the dialogue at 

a certain speed (Slow, Normal, Fast). 
- Added cum effect override for Jewel so that cum now displays properly on her. 
- Modified lots of texture import settings to make them smaller in size on Android, 

hopefully solving some out-of-memory crashes on Android. 
- Modified clothing icons to make them more unique in the inventory UI. 
- Modified some dialogue during the prologue. 
- Modified perversion requirement to 90 to complete the 'Fuck my man' job. 
- Modified Unity version to 2018.3.5f1. 
- Modified Motel_GroundFloor and Showers levels visually. 
- Modified how CharacterSprites are rendered, eliminating the strange layering effect 

when a character fades out during dialogue. 



- Modified dialogue sprites to shake with screen shake. 
- Fixed inventories not properly clearing if no save data is found for it when loading 

another save. 
- Fixed multiple issues with how extra sprites are handled (blushing, etc). 
- Fixed an error that would occur when transitioning to a new level after talking to an NPC. 
- Fixed bug that caused defeated characters to still be able to take damage (Jenna would 

still take clothing damage from Wildfire's Fire Ring when defeated). 
- Fixed problems with CGs not properly filling the screen after being shaken by screen 

shake. 
- Fixed SitOnLap guy scenes to make it so he doesn't display over the CGs. 
- Fixed problems with dialogue sprites not properly displaying in the textbox. 
- Fixed a really strange bug with dialogue that would cause you to soft-lock in the 

DestroyedStronghold when removing your jacket. 
- Fixed issue where certain 3D sounds wouldn't be playing loud enough after moving 

between levels normally. 
- Fixed issue where Wildfire’s fire was stretching during her intro when the resolution was 

changed. 
- Fixed a typo in the repeatable prison scene. 


